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Introduction and Background

With the advent of both analytical and evolutionary models that specify complex character-transformation weights (or probabilities) and computer programs in which they are implemented, the use of multistate characters with elaborate state-transformation costs (matrix characters; Sankoff and Rousseau 1975; Sankoff and Cedergren 1983) is increasing. What has not yet appeared, however, is a general discussion of these characters as they are implemented in various analyses. Since the most prominent use of these characters comes in the phylogenetic analysis of molecular data, it is in this area that the most attention is required.

In its simplest incarnation, a matrix character is one which possesses a matrix of values—each cell of which describes a unique cost for a possible character transformation. These costs are the number of steps required to transform one state into another. In a nonadditive or unordered Fitch-type analysis (Fitch 1971; Farris 1988), all transformations are equally costly—each constitutes a single step. Programs such as Swofford's (1990) PAUP allow the definition of elaborate “step matrices” in which the number of steps required by any transformation can be specified. This matrix may be as simple as a binary character with different costs for forward changes and reversals or as complex as a multistate character with scores of specified transformations. As an example, character models such as Dollo parsimony (Farris 1977) and irreversibility (Camin and Sokal 1965) are, in essence, simple matrix characters, specifying asymmetries in transformation between two states. In both of these cases, changes in one direction are more costly than the reverse, yielding a quantitative polarity statement.

Multistate characters allow more complex delineations. In the case of nucleic acid sequence data, there are four nucleotide bases and 12 transformations to be specified, although not all of these are necessarily unique [actually 16, but the identity transformations play no role in parsimony analysis (Wheeler 1990a)]. Most commonly, the matrix specifies only two types of transformation—transitions (purine to purine, A\(\rightarrow\)G; and pyrimidine to pyrimidine, C\(\rightarrow\)T/U) and transversions (purine to pyrimidine and the reverse, such as A\(\rightarrow\)T) (Brown et al. 1982; Liu and Beckenbach 1992). Transition-transversion ratios are frequently specified in analyses, regardless of whether the chosen costs are internally consistent.

Transformation values among character states are, in essence, distances. Distances between sequences are these character changes summed over the length of the sequences. When analyzed as such, they must conform to certain logical strictures even if the events they describe do not. Foremost among these is the triangle inequality invoked by Farris (1981, 1985) and others (Swofford 1981) in their criticisms of distances. The triangle inequality is a property of metric spaces. Distances that do not conform to this relation are nonmetric and, hence, are internally inconsistent because
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they require unobserved transformations. The requirement that this inequality apply to matrix characters is reasonable, because these values are distances.

The Triangle Inequality

The triangle inequality is defined as \( d_{ij} \leq d_{ik} + d_{kj} \) for all triplets of character states \((i, j, k)\). This relationship specifies that the direct path between two character states \((d_{ij})\) cannot be longer (more costly) than a less-direct path involving other intermediate states \((d_{ik} + d_{kj})\); fig. 1a, left). Without this limitation, it would be not only possible but necessary to postulate unobserved intermediate states between observed terminal states [although this can be forbidden operationally (Williams and Fitch 1989)].

If the costs \( AC = 3 \), \( AG = 1 \), and \( GC = 1 \) are applied, and if only states A and C were observed at a given position, then it would be more parsimonious (i.e., less costly) to postulate an ancestral state \((G)\) not found in any taxon than to reconstruct a path based on observation. I contend that it is illogical to assign unobserved states to hypothetical ancestors.

This approach to character analysis extends the criticisms of distance analysis. Farris (1981, 1985) has pointed out that the violation of this inequality reveals internal inconsistencies in the data. Such violations may be uninterpretable and cannot be understood as evolutionary. In this character-based situation, violation also confers internal inconsistency on the analysis, since the same unreasonable behavior is implied.

The Problem

The analysis of molecular sequence data presents three situations in which values for character transformations, explicitly or implicitly invoked, may violate the triangle inequality: (1) the specification of extreme transition:transversion ratios; (2) the treatment of alignment gaps as missing data; and (3) the use of asymmetrical character-transformation models.

Transition-Transversion Ratio

If a matrix is defined in which only transitions and transversions are distinguished (fig. 1b, left), then there is a lower bound on the cost ratio of transversions to transitions. Since a transversion can in some sense subsume a transition (two transversions—e.g., \( A \rightarrow C \rightarrow G \)—can yield the same result as a single transition—e.g., \( A \rightarrow G \); fig. 1a, right), the cost of a transition must be no more than twice that of a transversion. Otherwise, a transformation between the purines A and G could proceed via the less direct, but less costly, pyrimidine C. Since it is impossible for transversions to proceed via this path (no number of transitions can yield a transversion), there is no theoretical upper limit on the cost of transversions with respect to transitions (although I doubt that the lower limit has been broached in practice).

Treatment of Sequence Gaps

A similar matrix can be created with five states for each nucleotide character \((A, C, G, T/U, \text{ and a dash } (-))\), which indicates a gap; fig. 1b, right). If the transformation cost between a gap and any other character is set too low, then it will be less costly to postulate intermediate gaps between nucleotide transformations. By this logic, hypothetical ancestors would contain only gaps as character states, and any scheme of relationships would have a cost of zero (since all transformations would be from or to gaps). This may seem obvious, but gaps are treated as missing data in most sequence-based analyses (e.g., see Wheeler 1989; Zimmer et al. 1989; Allard and Honycutt 1992).
FIG. 1.—Illustrations of the triangle inequality. a (left), Geometrical representation of character states \( i, j, \) and \( k \). a (right), Transformation path involving two transversions, which results in a net transition. b (left), Matrix of character-transformation costs for DNA nucleotides. Transitions have cost “I,” and transversions have cost “V.” b (right), Matrix of character-transformation costs for DNA nucleotides and gaps. Transitions have cost “I”; transversions, “V”; and gaps, “P.” c (left), A binary character (states 0 and 1, as with restriction sites) that shows asymmetrical transformation costs (\( x \neq y \)). c (right), Representation of a binary character with more precise homology statements (0 \( \neq 0^* \)) and more complete costs (a, b, and c). d, The geometrical limit of a triangle as it progresses to a line (c→0). This limit forces the character transformations to be symmetrical, since the length ratio of the nonzero legs (a and b) converges to unity.
Symmetry

Asymmetric character-transformation costs have been suggested for many situations (Doyle et al. 1990; Swofford and Olsen 1990; Blouin et al. 1992). Foremost among these is the analysis of restriction-site data (fig. 1c, left). Because of the means of sampling sequence change, it may be very many times more likely to see the loss of a site than it would be to see its gain (DeBry and Slade 1985) even if the underlying sequence evolution is symmetrical. In brief, a model of evolution with two states is proposed: The two states (1 = presence; and 0 = absence) are linked by two paths, one for each direction of change (x and y). The process of gain and loss would start with state 0, proceed to state 1 with one cost (x), and then back to 0 with another (y). The assumption of this scenario is that the two 0's (primitive and derived) are the same. They are not. While the states may be indistinguishable, this does not mean that they are the same. The 0 states primitive (initial) and derived have unique origins and are potentially differentiable at the sequence level. A more appropriate representation would contain three states 0, 1, and 0*. In this scenario, there are three transformation costs (a, b, and c; fig. 1c, right). Cost a corresponds to cost x in the previous arrangement while cost y is split into costs b and c. The argument that x > y can then be reexpressed as a > b + c. This is clearly a violation of the triangle inequality, since a must be less than b + c. The use of asymmetrical costs for restriction-enzyme data is therefore incompatible with the basic requirements of the triangle inequality. The cause of its seeming sensibility comes from the initial, mistaken identity 0 = 0*.

This argument can be extended to other data as well. Derived nucleotides are not homologous with those present in the ground state, hence the argument is identical (simply substitute A for 0, C for 1, and A* for 0*). Unfortunately, A* can never be observationally distinguished from A (although they can be on a cladogram). This situation can be thought of as the limiting case where c goes to zero. To maintain the triangle relationship, b must converge to a as the triangle progresses to a line (fig. 1d).

\[ \lim_{c \to 0} \frac{a}{b} = 1. \]

This necessary symmetry has several implications. First among these is that asymmetrical character-transformation values do not measure polarity but incorrect putative homology statements. Methods that derive matrices for nucleotide data (e.g., see Wheeler 1990a) having asymmetrical costs cannot be used to root cladograms, as I have suggested elsewhere (Wheeler 1990b). They can be used, however, to test for unobserved intermediate states in nucleotide change. The higher the asymmetry, the greater the number of unobserved intermediates. This also suggests that the more taxa that are used in a study, the more unlikely it is to see large asymmetries, since the mistaken putative homologies will be discovered through additional observation (homoplasy). The more poorly the group is sampled, the more asymmetrical the data are likely to appear. This requirement of symmetry (a general property of a metric but shown as an expression of the triangle inequality) does not exclude polarity statements such as those derived from ontogeny or outgroups; it merely excludes different costs based on the direction of change.

Conclusion

Character-transformation models, as described by matrices, must be logical. The general properties of a metric proceed directly from the triangle inequality, and only through its application can logical and consistent cost scenarios be created. The three transformation parameter limits proposed here—on transition-transversion ratio, on gap costs, and on symmetry—are often violated but are nonetheless necessary. With
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these limits in mind, the next step is to more firmly pare down the possible world of values, in order to yield more appropriate schemes for phylogenetic analysis.
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